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NSUSGA Week: Did
You Miss Anything?
by Caleb Kennedy

Staff Writer
Lastweek, September 18 thro~gh
September 22, was Nova Southeastern University Student Government
Association (NSUSGA) Week. The
SGA planned this event to promote
student government events and,c_om~
mittees. Here is a recap of what happened on each day and what food you
missed. There was FREE food at every event! I am a big fan of free food
as I am a rather poor student even by
college standards. So I feel it is my duty
to inform Knight readers of the free
food missed.

A New Minor
atNSU
by Peter Salerno

Associate Editor

A new minor is about to emerge
out of a glass test tube here at Nova
Southeastern University. The new
SGA members were out
minor is a part of the Math, Science,
in force to pass out surveys,
and Technology department's various
distribute Frisbees, cups, picmajors, which include Life Sciences
ture frame magnets, and, of
(premedicine) and Ocean Studies.
course, food and drinks. The
The new minor will be in the field
survey was designed to test
of general chemistry and will require
students on their knowledge
the normal eighteen credits to 1:omof the SGA. This was an inplete. However, it is possible to apply
formative event with SGA
three credits from the student's major
members available to answer
to his or her minor. Such classes could
questions that students might
include biochemistry, one of the genhave about the SGA. Jessica
eral chemistry offerings or organic
Montes, Public Relations Director, challenged the sena- CEC Day gets the gold for the best day of SGA week. chemistry (I or II) classes. Also, it may
tors to get to know their constituents ents. Thestudentswerethenaskedtosign be possible to apply the credits from
by introducing themselves to constitu- a form saying they know the senator. This an independent study toward the
event seemed well planned, organized student's minor requirements. This
and a success for the SGA.
would leave fifteen credit units for the
student to complete to earn a minor in
Tuesday: Transportation Day
chemistry. A minor in chemistry may
Several SGA members turned make a student's profile more noticeout for this event including Commuter able to future admissions committees
Senators Stephen Richards and in any of the various medical profesFrancesca Russo. Representatives sions - medicine, optometry, dentistry,
from Tri-Rail were present to inform and the physician assistant program.
commuters of alternatives to driving
The minor consists of a tentative
to school everyday. Cookies, water, schedule of classes set to start this upand soda were available along with coming winter, including a plant drug
pens, water bottles, and Tri-Rail infor- analysis class taught by Dr. Robert
mation. This event was okay but un- Pomeroy. The rest of the classes will
fortunately the time did not seem con- include environmental chemistry (the

Monday: Meet your SGA

David Webb and other students enjoy the free food.

see NSUSGA on next page

see CHEM on next page
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NSUSGA Week
Review · from cover page
venient for most students, who did not
stop by on their way to class.
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showed up (and it was rather comical
to see the big white Nova van pull up
in front of the Parker building and everyone pile out) Committee Sign-up
Day got much better. There was muThis was by far the best event of
sic provided by Radio X, and pizza
SGA week. There was a mini club fair;
arrived later.
musi~ playing from Radio X, a barbecue, information about homecoming, Friday: Breakfast Day
bubble pens, beach balls, magnets and

-

assorted other freebies.
_
CEC is sponsoring an trip to go
see the E:ounting Crows and Live in
conceit. CEC will pay the full wst of
the tickets, transportation, food and
drink so it only cost $20 for Nova students. It would cost at least $37 ~ollars. for the ticket and trans~ortatlon
alone. This is a great deal! Craig De~,
the outside events chair for C~C, s~id,
" I really-look forward to seemg Live.
They are a great band and I am happy
to be able to make this a CEC event." ·
German Co~pola,_ Frances_c~
Russo, and Jen White got mto the spmt
of SGA Week by dressing up for the
occasion.
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This event was scheduled from
9-12 but no SGA member showed up
until 10:30. After SGA members

Wednesday:
Campus Entertainment
Committee (CEC) Day
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Thursday: Committee Sign- up
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study ofchemical reactions in natural systems), geochemistry (the study of the
chemical compositions ofthe earth), great
experiments in science (about important
experiments in biology, chemistry, and
physics). The history ofchemistry (to discuss famous scientists and the theories
they developed), plant drug analysis
(about the production ofmedicinal drugs
from plants) and special topics in chemistry (to further devel9p ideas in the general chemistry courses) Several other
chemishy courses may be offered start.ing next year, including Bioinorganic
Chemistry,; Chemical Analysis, Clinical Cheinistry,'.;1nd the Chemistry of
Natural Products.
· ·Students who are ·interested· in
pursuing a minor in chemistry should,
become aware of these. classes and
look for them in the upcoming co~e
schedules $1:arting next semester. As
of right now. freshman
sopho-

The event was scheduled from
9-11 a.m. Juice, coffee, and bagels
were provided. It must have been a ·
success because when I arrived at about
9:20 to the event and there was no food
left.
Reflecting on SGA Week, I apSGA for their effort in putting
onJhe week.long event. The individuai1y.J4emed days seem to suff~r from
a lack of SGA members attendmg the
a1{l~nctions, and many students
see~ed to be in class when the events
wer~·pl~ed. Still, many students took _
advantage of SGA week to find out
about SGA and get involved.

;1~~d

mores should be able to complete the ·
minor requirements throughout the rest
of their time here at Nova.
The program is being designed
to be completed by incoming freshman
who know what their major is, preferably some field in science, and who
also want to complete a minor iN chemistry. Upperclassman may find it hard
to complete the minor without rearranging their schedules, including the
addition of various summer se1>sions.
Interested students should speak with
their advisors for more information.
A special thanks should be .extended to Drs. Robert Pomeroy, Edward Keith, and Vic Shailbhag along
with the rest of the MST staff for their
time and efforts in making Nova and
their students more competitive in the ··
growing neld of graduate school admissions. Hopefully, the new chem.istry minor at Nova\vilibe the fuerto 1
launch the various other programs into
expansion and further developJllent.
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IMAN Looks Forward to the Year Aheadby AngelAli
Contributing Writer

topics planned and discussed were homeless shelter feedings, dinners for the opening offast during the Muslim Holy Month
The International Muslim Asso- ofRamadan, religious discussions, social
ciation at Nova (IMAN) held its first activities, and perhaps the most innovameeting of the year on Tuesday, Sep- tive goal ofweekly Friday prayers. ·
tember 12 at the Flight -Deck's ConIMAN's ,social coordinator
ference Room. The meeting began Hina Siddiqui said "The majority of
with a brief overview of the campuses in Florida offer Friday
organization's origin by its new presi- · prayers for its Muslim students and
dent Aliyya Hosein, who respectfully Nova should not be the exception.
mentioned the club's previous Presi- . This is a great way to solidify the
dent and originator Rabia Halim, who Muslim population here." Students
began IMAN in 1998 and graduated seem to agree. Osman Qureshi, a
last ye.ar. Hosein looked forward to . freshman at Nova said, "As a new
increasing prosperity for the upcom- college student, seeing Muslim stuing year, saying, "The club has grown dents united and coming together for
tremendously since it was started a few prayer was a new experience for
years ago, and I hope to see this con- me."The firstprayerwasheldonFritfnue."
·
day, September 15.Afifteen-minute
A brief introduction of the' all- speech was given by Imam Mufti
new e-board followed. The sense of Syed M. Hasan and prayer followed
newness was reflected by the burgeon- shortly after. Subsequent prayers for
ing ofthoughts and ideas and the mul- the year will include a brief speech
titude of bright prospects for the up- from 1:30 to 1:50, followed immedicoming year. Among the events and ately by prayer.

Aside from the new e-board;
there were many new faces at
IMAN's first meeting of the year.
Sanober Tapia stated, "I had never
had the opportunity to be actively involved with my religion with other
Muslims my age and I felt that IMAN
might give me that opportunity."
The turnout for the first prayer
gathering was just as promising. Aside
from the many new undergraduate students, HPD students and even members of the community were present.
The e-board members stressed that
Friday prayer was open to any individual wishing to attend. "Prayers are
operi to everyone," said Mohsin
Siddiqui, IMAN Secretary, "from faculty and staff to undergraduate and
graduate students to members of the
community, regardless of whether or
not they are members ofIMAN."
Educating members about Islam
is also an underlying goal for IMAN.
For this reason, non-Muslims as well
as Muslims are welcomed and even

urged to attend IMAN meetings and
activities. Vice PresidentAyaz Khan
stated "We would like to see nonMuslim's attend our meetings as well
so that they can gain a better understandingofourreligion, which will aid
in alleviating misconceptions and
bringing us together." Anyone interested in IMAN should contact its
President Aliyya Hosein at
hoseina@nova.edu for any information.

. Educating members
about Islam _is also an
underlying goal for
IMAN.·For this reason,
non-Muslims as well as
Muslims are welcomed
and even urged to attend
IMAN meetings and
activities. -

Why wait In A Busy Emergency Room?

URGENT FAMILY CARE, INC
PROMENADE WEST SHOPPING CENTER

James. S. Slwcter
MD.F.A.C.E. P.

2337 S. University Drive • Davie

Medical Direclor

&ard Certifed
Emergency Medicine

Next to the Longhorn Steakhouse

Call: (954) 236-9101
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Flight Deck Fun

In The Bathroom, Two is Not
Better Than Three

by Dan Grenier
Contributing Writer

_
.by Caleb Kennedy
which they brought iri players such as
Staff Writer
the Americans with Disabilities Act of
DeionSandersandBruceSmith. They
1990 (ADA).
The Flight Deck, located above -also had a very impressive draft getIs two better than three? I ask
On the web anyone can find out ·
NSU's cafeteria, provides a nice atmo- ting La Var Arrington from Penn State. myself this question as I go into the more about the ADA, obtained at http:/
sphere for fun, especially on Monday Their revamped defense was supposed first, second, and third floor bathrooms I w w w ; i s t a 1 . c o m I s m o k e I
and Friday nights. On Monday the to carry them to the Super Bowl, but in the Parker building.Yes, there has ADA Handbook/ADA.txt, which
Flight Deck has its Monday Night they have stumbled to a 1-2 start this been some remodeling of the bath- might be pertinent to the Nova comFootball party. Free food is provided, season. Dallas is in a period ofrebuild- rooms. yes, the bathrooms cr'o look munity. The law says that any person,
such as subs, nachos, and pizza. To _ing right now. They have aging veter- nicer in the omnipresent beige tile. But group, or organization must make reareiterate, free food is provided. · ans, such as Troy Aikman and Emmitt what about functionality? · Why sonable accommodation to persons
Drinks are no longer free, but soft Smith, and lost super stars Michael Irv- couldn't the bathrooms just be remod- with disabilities.-The law defines "readrinks are inexpensive at$ .50 '1piece, ing and Joey Galloway to injuries. eled with the new tile?
sonable accommodation" as making _
·Instead, one of the very func- existing facilities used by employees
while alcoholic drinks are well priced - They are now lead by veteran quarterfrom $1 to $3.
back Randal Cunningham who had an tional bathroom stalls is missing in readily accessible to and usable by inIf you don't have an early class ._ -impressive game Monday with two each bathroom on each floor not to . dividuals with disabilities.
on Tuesday morning, the Flight Deck touchdown passes, one of which was mention urinals. Some female students
Finally, if a violation ofthe ADA is the place you should be on Monday a 76 yard pass to Chris Warren. The voiced their concern about the incon- is not the case, was the whole remodnights. As always you can play ping- Cowboys have defeated the Redskins - venience of having 33% fewer bath- elingjust an attemptto increase the aes- -pong or pool for free all night long. in six straight meetings.
room stalls. Will the decrease in thetic appeal of the bathroom? BathThe football game is on every -single _ _ The Flight Deck offers even more restroom capacity have an adverse ef- rooms in Parker i;rre not used because
television, so you can get a g~lOd seat fun on Friday nights when TGIF hosts feet on the female faculty, staff, and · they are splendidly decorated or exciting but because they are functional.
anywhere. The game is also shown in,- a karaoke party. Once again, free food student body?
Females represent almost 70% of There should be a good explanation
the theatre room on the large screen _is provided, so make sure you hurry
projector. TheFlightDeckprovidesa because it doesn't last long. A large the shldent body. Tue only reason- -for the drastic reduction inbathroom
relaxing and fun place to cat~h the catalog of songs is available if you are able, possible, or acceptable expla- capacity. Keep in mind the s~dent,
game with your friends. It i& _also a brave enough to get up and sing. No nation for the reduction in bathroom - who just ate his/her Aramark lunch and
great time to come out and meet new matter how much of a fool you make capacity is that the previous layout of -now has to run to the bathroom, of
people on campus.
.of yourself, everyone will tell you that bathrooms stalls here at NSU violated course.
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MD vs. DO .- What is
the Difference?
by Peter Salerno

medicine in Kirksville, Missouri. It
taught his revolutionary theories and
ideas of alternative healing through
Two types of physicians are li~ body manipulation and the realigncensed to practice-in all 50 states, MD ment of various bones like the cervi(Doctor of Medicine) and DO (Doc- cal spine.
Up until this time, MD doctors
tor of Osteopathic Medicine). Both .
degrees require four years of medical were the only recognized physicians'
school plus internship and residency and this caused Dr. Still many probtraining in a specific field such as sur- lems as he tried to introduce his altergery or internal medicine. Nearly
everyone is familiar with the MD
degree, but DO trained physicians are becoming more recognized and noticeable. There are
JI:
currently 19 osteopathic (DO)
il
and about 120 medical (MD)
schools in the United Sates with
'
new programs developing every
year. Florida State University is ,
starting an MD program in August of 2001.
So what (if any) is the difference between the two types of
doctors? Actually, there is a distinction between the two types of
doctors and it lies in their philosophy and approach to the treatment of disease. Osteopathic
medicine is distinguished by an
emphasis on primary care, utili~
zation of manipulative medicine, and native treatment methods. Osteopaths
a tradition of caring for patients in un- were considered "bonecrackers,"
deserved rural and urban areas.
"quacks," and "wannabes" as they beA Civil War battlefield doctor by gan to fan out into the communities.
the name of Andrew Taylor Still Tradition and prestige caused MD doc(1828-1917) grew quite discouraged tors to resort to lobbying to the govwith contemporary medicine after los- ernment to prevent osteopaths from
ing three of his children to meningitis practicing medicine and force them to
in 1864. In 1874, the soured Missouri give up the profession and its "ridicucountry doctor combined his own be- lous" alternative treatments.
Miraculously, the DO degree
liefs and experiences with the practices
of several alternative disciplines to evolved with the help of various c.liniform osteopathy (from "the word os cal centers and other hospitals, allow[bone] and the word pathology," Still ing them to learn and further develop
wrote), · which emphasized the their craft. Colleges began to develop
interconnectedness of the musculosk- and incorporate some of the conveneletal system and the body's innate tional clinical MD curricula along with
ability to heal itself. Dr. Still devel- Dr. Still 's theories. Interestingly,
oped the first school of osteopathic many osteopaths did not fully agree

Associate Editor

with Dr. Still 's avoidanceof the newly
developing pharmaceuticals and surgical techniques of the 20rn century.
In some ways, a blend of MD and
DO medicine took place throughout
the evolution of the osteopathic profession.
Today, nearly 40,000 DO physicians have been trained in Dr. Still 's
philosophy through a series of classes
called OPP (Osteopathic Prin_.
ciples and Practices). These
classes are particular to DO stu~
dents and teach the art of body
manipulation, which is what Dr.
Still developed to help alleviate
many of the body's aliments,
such as manipulating the cervical, spine to help to open nasal
passages and to relieve nerve and
back pain. DO physicians have
been described as the perfect
combination of an MD physician
and a chiropractor. DO physicians can write prescriptions just
like an MD, and utilize traditional
medicine when necessary.
As a future student of osteopathic medicine I recommend
visiting a DO doctor because I
can guarantee that the "alternative"
experience to medical treatment that
DOs offer is the future of medicine.
We are hearing more and more about
the tremendously growing studies on
the negative side effects of all kinds
of common and prescribed drugs, but
medication and their negative side effects do not have to be the only option for patients. It is important for
people to be active patients and ask
their doctor if an optional treatment
exists. This is where the DO profession steps in and medicine takes on a
whole new approach. Dr. Still could
never realize how ingenious and advanced his radical ideas really were
or appreciate the tremendous impact
he has had on the practice of medicine.

Drinking
and
Perso.nality
by John Malouff & Nicola Schutte

Special to the Knight
College students often drink socially. However, heavy drinking can
create social handicaps. A study we
published in 1992. showed that college
students preferred to date and marry
individuals who drank less than an average of three alcoholic drinks a day.
Why the preference for light drinkers
or nondrinkers? A study we just completed in September at NS!) provides
some answers.
In the recerit study, 84 NSU undergraduates read information about
two individuals, one an attorney and one a college student. For some of
the individuals reading the attorney description, the attorney was a heavy
drinker. For others, the attorney had
the same lifestyle description but without any mention of drinking. The NSU
students then rated their ver~ion of the
attorney on 46 items that make up a
measure of five important, broad elements of personality. These five elements ofpersonality are agreeableness,
extraversion, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience.
The heavy drinking version of the attorney was rated as less agreeable, less
conscientious, and more neurotic than
the other version of the attorney. The
same pattern was found for ratings of
the college student.
The findings suggest that college
students expect heavy drinkers to
have three broad, undesirable personality characteristics. That expectation may explain the previously
found preference for dating and marrying individuals who are not heavy
drinkers'. The expectation findings
mirror reality in that other researchers have found that heavy drinkers as
a group are indeed less agreeable, less
conscientious, and more neurotic than
other individuals.
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Berlin in July: Celebrating Von
Steffenberg -= · - .
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by Ann Page

Contributing Writer
It is Thursday, July 20th. I am
standing in front of my hotel in Berlin
waiting for my friend and former Professor, Dr. Stephen Levitt to arrive by
taxi so we can proceed to the ceremony
to celebrate the attempted assassination ofAdolph Hitler. This is one ofthe
most important dates in the history of
this country. Klaus Von Steffenberg was
a member of German nobility and a
high-ranking Nazi official. Together
with 2,000 other members of the German military he maneuvered an attempt
to interrupt the unspeakable deeds of
.horror perpetrated by Hitler. Von
Steffenberg placed a bomb in a suit-

case and placed the
case under an oak
table in a room where
he was meeting with
Hitler and a group of
their military peers.
However, just before
the bomb exploded
Hilter rose from the
table and changed his
seat. As a result, Von
Steffenberg and hundreds of his accomplices were murdered
for their participation
in this assassination
attempt.

Next to the wreath which has been laid at the place where
Von Stauffenberg was shot in 1944, two soldiers stand on

Preident Thierse walks behind the wreath during the ceremony.

As I await suggest this memory to people.
Dr. Levitt's arThe taxi arrives and I climb into
rival I notice thebackseatfeelingverycomfortable
German police that Dr. Levitt is speaking fluent Gercars and paddy man to the driver. As we approach our
wagons-begin to destination it is apparent that this was
pass by. They alsothedestinationofallthepolicecars
are completely and paddy wagons I saw earlier. Hun. filled with police dreds of police officers line the streets
officers,andlam for blocks and blocks .. They are
amazed at the · heavilyarmed.Dr.Levittexplainsthere
number
of was an incident at this particular cerpeople I see. The emony a few years earlier so they are
paddy wagons not taking any chances.
speed by me and
We are the only two Americans
use that terrible who have been invited to attend this
police siren that ceremony. There are a total of 400
reminds me of a guests, m~y of whom are nobility and
bygone
era high-ranking political and military offiw hen Nazi's cials. Dr. Levitt has a friend, highly
hunted Jews placed in the Ministry oflnterior Afthroughout the fairs, whe has made arrangements for
streets of Eu- us. My affiliation ·with Steven
rope. I make a Spielberg and the 50 Interviews I premental note to viously did with Holocaust Survivors
write a letter to for the Shoah Foundation gives me a
the city ofBerlin historical foundation to this ceremony,
and ask them to · which I feel very privileged to attend .
.change theh::._si- · ·,;
Levitt has letters from the Ministry
rens to some- · announcing our arrival, whichheshows
thing that won't to several heavily armed guards at the

Dr;

entryway to the building and we are
given immediate access. Dr. Levitt is
to act as my interpreter as the ceremony will be exclusively in German.
As we walk through the
entryway into a large c·ourtyard, I am
astounded at what I am viewing. From
the back ofthe courtyard soldiers from
the German marines are marching in a
straight row and lining up at strict attention against the right wall. They look
magnificent in their uniforms. Seats
have been placed on either side of the
courtyard with an isle running down
the middle. We take this path to the
center of the courtyard where We see
approximately three-dozen gorgeous
floral arrangements delicately placed.
Dr. Levitt and I walk among them,
straightening the ribbons in the arrangements and reading the inscriptions as we go. ·
My eyes fill with tears when I
read the inscription frotn the Jewish
Society of Berlin. I consider the police guards who are placed twenty-four
hours a day around all Jewish restaurants, meeting places and synagogues
in Berlin, and my heart grows heavy
at this thought. I think about the fact
see BERLIN on page 9
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The BuSiness World
by Dan Grenier
Staff Writer

The recent stock market can
only be described as a roller coaster
ride. After the down summer, both
major markets, Dow Jones and
Nasdaq, are left without any basis for
a sustained rally. On a day when
optimism seems high and investors are
buying, things seem as if they are due
for a turn around. The Dow and
Nasdaq are both down roughly 6%
' from where they began the year, but
the Nasdaq is down approximately
20% from its all-time high of around
5000. Unfortunately, the days when
you could start a company called
Iselllint.com (not an actual company)
and see your stock pri~e rise 500%
are long gone. Investors are no longer
willing to buy any .com company. The

big boys have been looking closely
to earnings, though a decent earnings
season provided very little lift to the
. ..
market.
The Nasdaq, especially, has ·
been like a lost boy in a toy store.
All these goodies are lined up, but he
has no idea what he wants. The most
recent and dramatic story of the market was the amazing sell-off on heavyweight Intel. The company had just
reached an all-time high of roughly
$75, but then experienced a huge selloff due to news that its third quarter
sales will fall short of expectations
because of weaker sales in Europe.
Thisis the kind ofnews that can send
a strong company such as Intel from
its all-time high to a bargain price of
$48. Many investors may see this as
an entry point into this company.
Meanwhile, the Dow has been

without much direction as well. Investors are still waiting for the effect
of the AOL-Time Warner deal to be
felt. The deal is taking a long time to
wrap-up, but should be completed by
the end of this year. Forecasters are
expecting the completion of the deal
to sky rocket both companies' share
prices . . Many see AOL possibly
reaching $100, but right now it stands
around $54.
·
The issue of oil prices is perhaps
the biggest dark cloud hanging over
the Dow right now. With uncertainty
as to where the price of oil may go,
tlie market seems just as lost as those
at OPEC. With the price of oil in the
mid 30s, many investors would like
to see that price come down to the
mid to high 20s; however, others feel
that the price of oil could reach the

Nova Southeastern U'niversity
'Wave and Ride'
Main Campus Shuttle Bus Service·

$40 range. As we all have felt, the
price of gas can put a huge kink in
our pockets, especially with the price
ofregular unleaded at around $1.50.
As recently as the summer of '99,
regular unleaded could be found for
about $1. Perhaps people were
spoiled with cheap gas for too long
and are paying for it now.
With such a volatile market,
many investors are afraid to suggest
a sector to buy into because no one
known how any sector will perform.
However, the semiconductors and
energy sectors seem to be the favorite of investors as oflate. The technology sector
never fall out of
favor with most investors.
As always, if you have any
stock information or tips, feel free to
email me at grenierd@nova.edu.

will

r------------,

"Wave and Ride"
Quick Facts
Scheduled to begin
October 1, 2000
· Four 16 passenger,
ADA-compliant
shuttle buses
· Easily identifiable!
Silver and purple,
with NSU logos
and graphics
· Running weekdays
from 7 a.m.-7 p.m.
· Need a lift?
Simply "Wave and Ride!"

NSU Press Release
To accommodate NSU students, faculty, and staff, a fleet of four shuttle buses has been added to
service the 40 permanent buildings on its 232-acre main campus . .
.

.

A fixed route transit circulator system consisting of one two-directional route will be running on the
Nova Southeastern University campus weekdays from 7 a.m.-7p.m. NSU's 'Wave and Ride' fleet
begins operation on October 1 and will pick passengers up from various locations throughout the university.
The route will run approximately 1.7 miles east to west and 2.2 miles west to east. It will connect
residential halls, classrooms, offices, athletic and recreational facilities, campus health center, parking
garages, and parking lots. The 16-passenger, American Disability Act-compliant, NSU campus shuttles
will be easily identified by their silver and purple color with NSU logos and graphics.
I

With four buses, the frequency should work out to be every five-to-seven minutes. Although the
buses will have a designated path to follow around the university, there are no "set" bus stops on the
campus. Rather, those wishing for a lift are encouraged to "wave and ride" as the buses make their
respective rounds, or greet the buses in front of university buildings.

I

L------------.J

There will be no service during the summer months for approximately 90 days.

~

•
The Coffee Table Takes
the Cake for Treats
and a Cup of Joe
by Allison Piranio .
Contributing Writer
When you walk into the Coffee
Table, a coffee bar located on the corner ofNova and University Drive, the
east wall greets you with a mural of
three influential women: Mona Lisa,
Madonna, and Whistler's Mother.
.These three were picked by tlie original owners ofthe Coffee Table because
they were all strong women in history.
It seems only fitting that a new,
strong woman has taken over the ~eins
of the 5-year-old establishment.Emily
McCall, a 21-year-old Florida native,
acquired ownership ofthe Coffee Table
in January of 2000. McCall had
worked in the shop as an employee
for four and a halfyears beforepurchasing the business. "When I
was offered the chance to take
over the business I knew I
couldn't pass it up,"McCall
said.
Since takmg over ownership, M cCall
.has worked
hard · to
preserve
the ambian ce th at
draws regular
customers to the Coffee Table. Being
college age herself, she is in touch with
what college students want at a local
hang out. However, she has also made
some improvements, offering live music several nights a week, and a comfortable couch for patrons to enjoy their
coffee, chat, or play one of the variety
of games the restaurant offers.
For people with a sweet tooth,
there are a variety of cakes and cookies available. ''People seem to really like
Black and White M adness," says
McCall. "It's a chocolate cheesecake

with a thick layer of white chocolate
mouse completely covered with dark
chocolate with chocolate shavings." The
Coffee Table also has a popular lunch
menu which draws many students from
.NSU as well as nearby BCC and FAU.
Gourmet sandwiches such as Frasier's
Favorite, a smoked turkey sandwich on
pumpernickel marble bread with a cream
cheese, mayo, mustard and roasted red
pepper spread, satisfy lunch time urges.
There are also many choices forvegetarians, such ashummusroll-ups andhomemade soups.
It's not just the food and coffee that
makes the Coffee Table popular with the
college crowd. The atmosphere is really the
shop's main draw. "I
like to come here to
hang out." Says
P e_ t e
Dorfman, a
regular cust omer, " I
can get a
good cup
of coffee
and I always run
. int o
a
fri end or
two . "
Even if you don't already have "a friend or two" at the Coffee Table, a visit will ensure that you'll
make one.
Conversation is always lively at the
cluster of outside tables, and the clientele and staff are friendly and welcoming. The shop is open 11 a.m. until 10:30
p.m. Monday through Thursday, 11 :00
a.m. until midnight on Fridays, and 6:00
p.m. until midnight on Saturdays. Ifyou
have a break between classes, need
somewhere to study, or just a place to
unwind, the Coffee Table fits the bill.

Von Steffenberg

with his gray hair and beard. Von
from page 7
Steffenberg' s son is there together with
the
children and grandchildren ofmany
that in a city of 2 million people, there
are only 30,000 Jews today, and I who died for this noble cause.
The ceremony begins with a miliwonder how many there would be if
Von Steffenberg had stopped Hitler. tary band playing very somber tunes.
People are pouring into their Dr. Levitt and I stand with the Press,
seats now. The front row is for the directly behind the podium as we both
V .I.P. guests and I marvel when I see have brought our cameras. Now the
two little old women arrive. One is President of the German Parliament is
in.a wheel chair, but she is there nev- delivering the speech. Newspaper reertheless. Perhaps they are widows porters are writing furiously and Dr.
ofsome ofVon Steffenberg' s accom- Levitt is quietly interpreting the very
moving
plices. The
speech. At
President of
· I think about the fact that in a city the concluthe German
sion of. the
Parliament
of 2 million people, there are only
'.
"
ceremony,
arrives, 30,000 Jews today, and I wonder how
two ri1ilitary
looking
many there would be if Von
officers acvery imSteffenberg
had
stoppe'd
Hitler.
see BERLIN
pressive
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Old Movie Movie Mistakes: The Princess Bride
-still Good
·

by Erika Diaz

Layout Editor
Staff Writer

by Caleb Kennedy
Staff Writer
So you have seen all the movies
at Blockbuster; try an old movie. You
won't go wrong if you rent "The Princess Bride".

As has come to be expected of
me, I have another overly critical film
article here for your reading and watching amusement. The victim for this
issue, The Princess Bride, an oldie but
a goodie. The plot to this movie is
quintessentially a fairy tale. It has
swordplay, a princess, torture, pirates,
and giants (not to mention th€ dreaded
R.O.U.S.s otherwise known as "rodents of unusual size"). The idea was
given to me inadvertently by a coworker, without his inspiration I would
never have thought to pick on this film,
and so I thank him. Having said that,
let the games begin.

openedit. Fredresortingto
cheap parlor tricks I assume.

In the scene where
Fezzik and Inigo are about
to head up the Cliffs ofInsanity' watch princess
Buttercup closely. She is
either a stuffed dummy or she's suffering from a HORRIBLE crick in her
neck, seeing as how it's tilted backwards in a most unnatural way. Whose
head flops completely back like that?
Not mine.

Also on the Cliffs of Insanity,
watch as F ezzik pulls everyone up and
you can see the cable that was used to
. pull HIM up. And we all thought he
In the beginning when the grand- was strong ...
father pegins reading to his grandson, ·
the boy is holding a sandwich. At first,
it is whole, then it has a few bites taken
from it, then by some magical force,
the sandwich is whole again. This confirms my belief that Fred Savage (the
boy) is indeed a magician at heart.
Also in the area of the magical
sandwich sequence, the grandfather
opens the book twice, without ever
having closed it aft- L'- - ""··-L ,. -- - '- -

·In the dueling scene
at the top of the Cliffs of
Insanity, Westley and
Inigo are matching athletic ability in the form of
gymnast style jumps.
Watch the floor as each
person lands. You can
see the mat under the dirt
covering as it ·dents and re-puffs to
soften their landings.

In the scene where F ezzik throws
a rock at Wesley (played by Cary
Elwes) watch.carefully and you'll see
the rock do something mystifying. It
explodes before it actually hits anything. All in the name of protecting
such a beautiful man (admit it, Cary is
a lovely sight, like you didn't enjoy
seeing him in Robin Hood: Men in
Tights)
In the scene where Prince
Humperdink and the Count are standing in front of the entrance to the Pit of
Despair, look to the top of the screen.
A mike can be
scene dancing
about over
there heads.

comedy, and romance in a way that
many movies cannot seem to do without losing track of the plot. It does
not suffer from the current trend in
action movies, to focus on cinematography and special effects and neglect the dialogue. I highly reco~end
this movie for any audience.

.
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Local
Spotlight:
Black Line
Grind

Interview With Black
Line Grind

A: So you guys have
nothing out yet? •

A: Tell me a little bit about
how the band started

BLGL: Just a song on a
compilation. It's called "Revise."
it's on a compliation put out by
Underfoot Records called God
Save the Scene. (Call Radio X
and request this song!)

BLG: Well, strangely, we all just
met each other the night that we played
by Althea Mease
our first show. We jammed out in front
Staff Writer
of a bunch of people, and that was our
first show. We sucked but that was
BLG: You should ask
Black Line Grind is a South what initiated the band. Yau can also something like "what do you do
Florida hardcore band with an inter- add that we're looking for another gui- for fun?"
esting history. Surviving a constantly tarist, so if anyone wants to try out,
A: OK, what do you do
changing roster of band members, an contact us (gastonBLG@aol.com).
for fun?
evolving sound and a turbulent local
BLG: Uh ... you wouldn't
scene, this band has developed a
A: Whats with the punk stick- like what I do for fun: .. I bum brain
unique sound and a small fan base. ers everywhere?
cells. No, but I regrow them again! But
Black Line Grind is very different from
BLG: When we first started as ·a then .. , I burn them again. And the cycle
the other band, back in the summer of 1996, goes on and on forever! We're not
hardcure our music was kind of Randd-style.
druggies, by the way. We just smoke
bands out Not exactly sounding like Rancid, but
marijuana.
there, and with that old-school flavor. As the
I knew years went by, we've just carried more
A: What bands would you play
that from towards the hardcore side. We still
with on a dream tour?
the mo- stay true to our punk, though.
BLG: (mumbles, deciding
ment they
amongst themselves) Strung Out,
set foot on
A: Do you guys have anything AFI, Shai H~lud, Derranged, and Nirstage.
released yet?
vana!
It is
BLG: We're going to be recorddifficult to ing in October and November, and
A: What do you guys think
pinpoint eventually put out first an EP, then we'll
about the local scene here?
exactly put out a full length album.
BLG: Well, we 're trying to put it
what is
different
about Black Line Grind. It could be a
smoothly integrated punk sound, reflecting their old-school punk background. It could also be the contrasting personalities of each of the band
members or the way they express
themselves onstage and musically. In
any case, I recommend you check these
guys out, especially if you 're bored by
the usual hardcore sound.
Request Black Line Grind on
Radio X 88.5 FM, Thursday nights
from 8-9, during the Local Show. The
request line is 262-8460. Also, support your local scene by dropping a line
to the author at measekitty@aol.com
to let her know what local bands you
want to see featured in the paper. Look
for a new exclusive review and interview on a great local band next issue!

back together. The local scene here
has its ups and downs, but we'd like
for it to be all ups and no downs. We'd
like there to be everyone involved with
no tension. As long as no fights break
out and there's no hate upon hate, it's
cool.

Ifyou know ofor are in a good
local band for me to review, drop
· me a line at measekitty@aol.com.
Support your scene ·and check out
Black Line Grind.
.By the way, Black Line Grind
would also like you to know that
marijuana is an all natural plant,
and they certainly are not druggies.

~
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''Comedy I~~~9Steffenberg c~?~lcrowdfileso~

Knight"
by Courtney Abbott

Contributing Writer

<...

As Homecoming approaches,
stress increases. What dress to buy?
Is she going to want me to buy the tickets? So, why not come out and laugh
the night away at1the Flight Deck.
CEC presents Comedy "Knight" on
October 6, starting at 9:00pm. Performing live will be professional comedians Tim Kelly, Michael Panzeca,
and Terrance Crowly. Along with the
comedians there will be an amateur
contest for prizes. Sign ups for the contest will be held along with Homecoming nominations on September 25th and
26th, from 1Oam- 12pm, in front of the
Parket Bu~lding. Come out for free
food and beverages, and save your
money for Homecoming.

nels on the television. Every major
news outlet, including the BBC (Britcompany the President of the German an elderly gentleman arrives carrying ish Broadcasting Network), is featurParliament as he plates a magnificent a wreath. He has his wife and son with ing this story as the major event of the
wreath.beneath a plaque on a wall of him. He explains he is a defector from day. The news cameras span the courtthe courtyard to mark this significant the Nazi army and this is the first year yard and rest upon the image of the
moment. I look to the sky and see a he will be allowed to pla~e a wreath. President of the German Parliament
huge German flag, which
giving his moving speech.
had been placed promiVery prominently placed beThe news cameras span the courtyard
nently on the roof of the
hind him is a clear picture of
and rest upon the image of the President of
building, blowing furiously
Dr. Levitt and me standing
in the wind. The sun sheds a
· the German Parliament giving his moving
there looking awe,d as we abbrilliant yellow light from
sorb this moment of history.
speech. Very prominently placed behind him
behind the clouds for apis a clear picture of Dr. Levitt and me standing I click the television off,
proximately 7 seconds while
yawn, and pull the covers up
the wreath is placed. The there looking awed as we absorb this moment
tightly - it has been a very
of history.
cpurtyard is filled with a
long and emotional day.
momentary luminous glow.
A lone blackbird flies overhead and The news media gathers around him as
caws loudly. I cannot believe I am he speaks. He tells all of us, we do not
standing here. Both Dr. Levitt and I always have a moral obligation to obey
the law when the law is wrong. He enare wiping tears from our eyes.
Then the military band strikes a courages us to question authority.It is very
lively march. It is as if to say, let the movmg.
That night, as I lie on my bed in
sadness stay here - it is time to get on
my hotel room, I flip through the chan\With life!

All New: All Yours: All Free

$500cash

that you can put towards
rent,. tuition, books, or whatever,
awarded to two students a day,
five days a week, just for

Nova Southeastern University

posting a classified on

www.madadz.com.
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Controversial Music
Marketing Plan Suppressed
by Althea Mease
Staff Writer
As my colleague Erica·Diaz informed you in the first issue of this
paper, Napster has been causing a stir
in the courts, the media, and the music
industry. The free distribution of a
product that can cost up to $20 has incited much debate among users and
producers alike. Record labels have
generally taken the negative view
ofMP3s, only seeing the competition and not the potential of free
music sampling.
Recording artists have taken
wildly different stances on Napster
. and MP3s. Some artists, such as
Metallica and Dr. Dre, have initiated litigation against Napster and
banned from the service users who
downloaded their music. On the
other side of the scale, Limp Bizkit
has supported Napster, and The
Offspring have taken some very _
unusual approaches to showing
their support for the service, and
for MP3 technology.
The Offspring Were originally
reported to be on the opposite side of
the Napster fence, joining Metallica
and other bands in lawsuits against the
company. However, such rumors were
false and quickly dispelled by a public
statement made by The Offspring on
their website (www.offspring.com)
and in the media: "The Offspring view
MP3 technology and programs such
as Napster as being a vital and necessary means to promote music and foster better relationships with our fans.
The Offspring are dedicated to understanding our fans and are conunitted
to developing the best possible Internet
presence that promotes The
Offspring's music and helps us stay in
touch with the people who provide us
with our livelihood, our devoted fans."
The Offspring have more reason
than any band to be anti-Napster, since
the release of their album Americana

1

spring recently made this altered announcement on their website under the
heading "We Got F**ked! The Latest
News." Unfortunately, it is so, not just
for The Offspring, but the fans, and all
. because of the greed and shortsightedness of record labels. Far too many
assume that, simply because the music is available for free, people will not
buy the CDs.
Those who actually download the
music, on the other hand, know the
truth. Downloading tracks from a CD
reduces the gamble involved with buying music. CDs cannot be returned to
the store if one doesn't like the music,
so if someone isn't absolutely sure they
will like the CD it's a risk to buy it.
The Offspring could've proven the
promotional value ofMP3s. No one
can know the truth about the effect of
. MP3s on album sales without such an
innovative experiment.

•

· their single "Pretty Fly for a White anyone who downloaded even one
Guy" was the most downloaded song . track from the album (provided it was
on the internet. Shortly thereafter, The downloaded before the release date)
Offspring began selling "Save would be entered in a contest to win
Napster" merchandise on their $1,000,000 of The Offspring's own
website, without the consent or copy- personal cash. As if this incredible
right fromNapster. Rumors flew about offer wasn't enough, anyone who went
a copyright lawsuit against The Off- out and bought the CD anyway would
spring for use of the name and logo, have access to a special, new fan club.
but the band merely laughed at the hidThe band figured that the free
tracks would only serve to promote the album and cause more
sales. Their album Americana
sold 10.5 million copies, despite
Napster, so they expected their
plan to generate more success. So,
what was the - - - - - - problem?
lll¥it!$ yo11 mi;{ a Qllflt II sp1ci11I advUlltll ffl'4'tlllli of CYBlllWOIIU> 30
Their record
label
disagreed.
Immediately after the
announcemenf, Sony
threatened a
lawsuit for
den implication. Could Napster profit contract violation. , I
from the use ofThe Offspring's copy- The Offspring
rights, but not vice versa? The rumors planned their own ·
were never confirmed, but The Off- countersuit for the
spring are still selling Napster mer- same reason. Afchandise with no interference from the ter a two-day
company.
standoff, the band
After the merchandise contro- and the label neversy settled down, the band planned gotiated a comtheir next bold move in support ofMP3 promise.
The
technology. For the release of their whole album will
next album, Conspiracy of One, they not be available on
contrived an innovative marketing the website: Howtheory. The Offspring trust their fans. ever, the band's
single,
They decided to gamble that their fans first
would buy CDs despite the opportu- "Original Pranknity to obtain the tracks for free.
ster," is already
So, two weeks ago they an- available, and the
!illl!' by lh, unimslty's 11ewsp11p~ olfiwfo, a PQU Jo !he wkontl! s«"11ill9<
Also chm:k olll tlwt CYS!RWQJll.D 3D r119!ster to win bolll'S in llie lc&Jrr cf tttl!
nounced on their website that not only $1,000,000 conIMAX theottr orany !!!. store for II di011toio win «cocl comput,n
would the entire album be available in test will go on for
o,-,, P_l1'!r_..i'lo~oo ""~-=• n..1.....,,...i. Wlltto..,l'llllo• "1•~
com!"M" wlt. lw ~"""""°d ,u li>« •i:111.,,.,.. llll"""1ing"' C't\lE!'M'G!'IU> so.
MP3 format on the website, but fans those who downcould download it for free well before load the single.
... ..,........__...;,_._...;,-.........
--------·the release date. To sweeten the deal,
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~he-Knights a Fr~ght _
at
The Flight Deck in October

•

~

-Schedule of Events-

Monday, Oct. 2nd

Monday, Oct. 16th

Monday Night Football
Seattle vs Kansas City
Pre.:.game begins at 8pm, Kick-off is at 9pm.

Monday Night Football
Jacksonville vs Tennessee
Pre-game begins at 8pm, Kick-off is at 9pm.

Tuesday, Oct. 3rd

.Tuesday, Oct. 17th

Billiards 8-Ball Tournament
.
Compete for a chance to win
a pool cue or Novabucks.
Tournament starts at 7pm.

~
~-

~
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Billiards 9-Ball Tot.rnQment
Compete for a chance to win
a pool cue or Novabucks.
Tournament starts at 7pm.

:.,

Friday, Oct. 6th

Friday, Oct. 20th

T6IF - Homecoming
Join us for some laughs at The Flight Deck
when CEC sponsors ·comedy Knight•.
TGIF begins at 5pm. Comedian begins at 9pm.

T6IF - ..Say Who"'.? Karaoke..
Come watch as D-Phi-E tibsts there own
- version of the MTV. hit show
•5ay What? Karaoke•.
TGIF begins at 5p_m.

~

-

Monday, Oct. 9th

-

Monday, Oct, 23rd
Monday Night Football _
Miami vs NY Jets
Pre-game begins at 8pm, Kick-off is at 9pm.

_
T6IF - Halloween Party
Dress in your favorite costume and come t o ~
The Flight Deck for a free psychic reading
,: _
(sponsored by CEC) and fun contests
sponsored by RSA and The Flight Deck. ·
Activities ~in at 5pm.

Billiards 9-Ball Tournament
Registration Deadline
Registration forms and information can be
picked up in The Flight Deck Office.
(Tournament date is Tues., Oct. 17th at 7pm)

Friday, Oct. 13th

Monday, Oct. 30th

T6IF - Smart Drink Contest
The Wellness Center presents its annual
Smart Drink contest- . For more information
contact The Wellness Center at 262-7040.
Activities begin at 5pm.

~

~

Fridqy, Oct. 27th

-· Tuesday, Oct, 10th

~

~

-.,

Yom Kippur - The Flight Deck will be open for
your enjoyment.
Monday Night Football
Tampa Bay vs MiMesota
Pre-game begins at 8pm, Kick-off is at 9pm.

~

"Monday Night Football
Tennessee vs Washington
Pre-game begins at 8pm, Kick-off is at- 9 p m . ~
,:
' -

Free buffet served throughout each Monday Night Football and each TGIF.
~ Beer and wine is a_vailable (Did I mention $1 Coronasl) ,......., .... _;
.,..::. --.::....
Mon. -Fri. 5pm-11pm and Sat. & Sun. 1pm-7pm . :~~
..;:, ...,;,...
Don't Forget, every Wednesday at 6:30 is Buck Bingol
$1.00 gets you 4 bingo cards a soda and a candy bar. ' Win Novabucksl
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For more information on any of ~ •tMi,ts pleas. contact
1M Flight o.dt Office ot 262--7288. We loolt forward to -.ill/I you/
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The Wide
World of Sports

7he :JGughf X'ewspaper is always
loo.kingfar wrifers inferesieclin prinfing
!heir wor.k.

center for 15 seasons, to the Seattle Supersonics. In a 4-team trade, 12 player
deal the Knicks received forward Glen
The sports world is in high gear Rice and center Travi~ Knight from the
right now with football, baseball, and Los Angeles Lakers, along with cenhockey all playing. To top that, the ter Vladimir Stepania, guard Vernon
Olympics are going on in Sydney, Maxwell, and forward Lazaro Borrell
Australia. The United States is per- from Seattle; and ceriter Luc Longley
forming very well in this 27th Olym- from the Phoenix Suns. The Lakers
piad. The U.S. swimming teams have received forwards Horace Grant, Greg
compiled 33 medals, dominating the Foster, Chuck Person, and Emanual
field. U.S. track and field is also start- Davis from Seattle. Phoenix obtained
ing off quite strong with U.S. runners center Chris Dudley from the Knicks.
Marion Jones and Maurice Green win- The Ewing Era in New York lasted a
ning the 100 meters event. Marion great 15 years, but the center was critiJones is seeking to win five gold med- cized for not bringing a title to the team.
262-cJ455,
als in track and field at this Olympics, The Knicks are now heading in a new
and she is on the right track (pun in- · direction and the 38-year-old center
tended) t6 do so. As of Sunday the was not in their plans. The Knicks are
24th, the U.S. was in the lead with 51 now expected to make another move,
total medals, including20 gold.
possibly sending Allan Houston and
Hockey: The.NHL preseason is Marcus Camby to Atlanta for center
in full swing, and Dikembe Mutumbo. In other basketthe Florida Pan- ball news, Tim Hardaway signed a
therslookasifthey one-year deal with the Heat and will
are ready for the be the highest paid point guard in the
regular season to NBA at $12 million for the season.
digital imaging, design,printing • we do
begin. The PanBaseball: The baseball season
thers defeated the is winqing down, and the chase for
Boston Bruins to
playoff spots is heatimprove to 4-1, to
ing up. In the Amerimake this preseason their most suecan League, Oakland,
_-Add Profess,i~nal Binding
·cessful preseason in their 8 year hisSeattle, Cleveland,
tory. Pavel Bure is in midseason form
and Toronto are fightto ANY of Your Reports- we have colored
with six goals in the preseason. The
ing for the final two
Panthers, also, finally signed leftplayoff spots. Oak- covers, backs, spiral, gbc, tape, velo etc.
winger Peter Worrell after a 12-day
land or Seattle will Show Your Student I.D. and get 10% off any Binding Service
win the West division,
holdout. Roberto Luongo is impress,11
ing the coaches in preseason and may and leave the other three teams to fight • ,• • • '"' • ,• • • 111
for
the
wild-card
spot
The
other
two
1--II ;· ~:
~
~
O<:>~·
O
R.
_
oop:
1
'
.
~
FOf\ll't:PA~T
be the starting goalie in the regular seaplayoff spots are almost locked up for ',
·.
\AMlrtA'fli YOUR PROJ:JiCJ'S
son.
ELF §;liR\11! ARU FOR JUST 1¢ ACOPY
Basketball: The NBA off-sea- the Yankees and the White Sox. Vir- I , ..
son has been filled ~ally all the rac~s are over in the N~- J
·OQPJ'..NEB,SD l'SAl!ltNQ MAT&lllAL P.OR Ol.A.$1
with the Braves, Cardi- ..
·
.
..
.
.
with dozens of tlonal League
.
,
·
trades, but none as nals, Giants, and Mets headed for the
playoffs.
Expectsomeexcitinggames
Your
Copy
Center,
next to Espozito's Pizza
surprising as this
Promenade West Plaza
one. In an antici- as this season comes to an end, and
pated move, the New lookoutforthethrill of October base2255 S. University Drive,· Davie, FL 33325
York Knicks moved
Patrick Ewing, their ball.
by Dan Grenier
Staff Writer

7he X1ghf is always loo.king Jo~:
anyone · who would like lo write
about sporfs.

.7hose inferesfecf can con!acf !Piper
9r!fj, fhe Gclifor, ·af
(Jr .
email al gr!f/pip@nova.ec/u ·

Helping to Present Yourself _

·Looking to Get

·• •,•o111·• •• 111-• ,• ••,• ·• '• ..

'

.,.,........................•...•,.,...
(954)472-2679
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Attention NSU Students!!!
THE TIME IS NO WI!!
Place a classified ad for FREE!!!
Yes FREE!!!
.
Sell anything - books, bikes, cars, furniture; .
This offer is only available for a limited
time, so hurry.
. Call 262-8461, or just stop by

).

SunforestApartments
2750 S.W. 73,ct Way
Davie, FL33314
(954) 424-0551
Fax (954) 476-8145

APARTMENTS

.I...~

SUmmerr:r~~~ ·

Webaddress:htljl://atlanticstarentertain.com
·

.

Businessman seeks help in conversational Spanish.
Plantationarea.$12.00/hr.
Call 954-537 -3110

Sports Writers Wanted

""

fq&:

C.1119541 321·1637~~:~

WANTED:
· 1Art

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

-.
S
· h C
. pan1s
onversa1ion

All sports, health and fitness issues,
· and events for the physically challenged.
Target audience ages 14-24.
To be published on the internet,
digital photos preferred,
not required. $15 for articles of200-300 words
- if accepted. Reference # novas required on all
submissions to: articles@islandoaks.com

SummerbreezApartments
9997 Summerbreeze Dr.
Sunrise, FL 33322
lfllluMBERLAND ·
(954) 749-6552
!llllttomtr Mw.G!Ml!il, IH{.
Fax (954) 749-6555
www.aptsforrent.com

Typing, editing, investigation and research . Reco,rded
materials (i.e., interviews and lectures) transcribed into typed
text. Internet research. English/Spanish translation . Resumes
term papers, research paper,~, business proposals and manuals. Starts at $2 per page
typing and formatting .

-AMUSEMENT RIDES (over 35 to choose from) - DISC JOCKEYS - KARAOKE -CLOWNS-MAGICIANS. - INTERACTIVE (;AMES-TENTS-CHAIRS-CONCESSION EQUIPMENT- .
-PARTYRENTALS-EVENTPLANNING-BALLOONDECORATINGTelephone: (954) 424-8363

:;=

UMBERLAND

lt01ft1'Y MAN.AC!Ml!ll, INC.

I nstruet or - R et"1red C oup1e seek s .h e 1p 1n
·
sketching and painting. Art student preferred. \
$12/hr. Call (954) 537-3110

I o-rderr
L~/o-rP/T Coo-r~o-r t-o-hantileand
MicrO;J<J/t'
markertA1ff:

CJ~

~erience-ev ~
St-udent- i-w do-r~preferred. Will, recei,J/~
/re& comput-er.
I nt-ered"'ed; call LYJ'U1/ Wil.wrv at-305 945-8618.
Seeking Healthy, Young Females Between
The Ages Of 19-34
To Donate Eggs To _Infertile Couples.
Monetary reimbursement provided
to women donating eggs.
All donations are anonymous
and records are strictly confidential
For further information,
please contact
''The Fertility Institute Of Fort Lauderdale "
at (954) 791-1442 or fifl@shcr.com

~

•
Car Show
by Dan Grenier

Staff Writer
Every Friday night a car show is
held at the Tower Shops, located down
the road from NSU at University and
I-595. Car owners come out to show
off their pride and joy. The show began as a classic car show, but as time
passed, more and more modem cars
began to show up. Now the show is
split between new and old cars, a mixing of generations. Many booths are
set up, selling various things such
models and car accessories. Classic
oldies can be heard throughout the
entire parking lot. All the car owners
are willing to share their stories,
whether it is how much they spent restoring their car or how fast they ran
in the quarter-mile.

as

Ifyou are looking for a crowd to
which you can really relate, bring your
car to the parking lot in front ofthe Home
Depot. There you will find a much
younger crowd, sporting thei/hooked. up cars. The cars here are mostly imports., so ifyouh~ve those loud, annoying domestic cars, you better stick with
theoldfolksontheothersideoftheplaza.
Every once and a while, an impromptu
hydro contest might start up, or the ever
popular burnout contest will get going.
The kids here do have a great knowledge oftheir cars, and some do the work
themselves.
So, whether your ride is stock or
hooked-up, you will have fun being
around this crowd. Of course, located
in the plaz.a are the Davie Ale House,
Road House Grill, and other restaurants. Any of these places are good to
get a bite to eat, but expect to wait for
a seat due to the large crowd from the
car show.

Attention a/I .Clubs
and Organizations
.
.

.

Shy Today,
Not

Tomm.onuw
by Melissa Fogle

Contributing Writer
Jeffrey excitedly watches the
other children play tag. He watches,
buthe doesn't join in. In fact, he rarely
even speaks to the other children, his
classmates. Why not? He's too shy.
The term shyness refers to pervasive anxiety and fe~lness of social situations. At times all children
can be shy, but some children experience shyness to a debilitating degree,
which interferes with their ability to
make friends and excel academically .
When children are exceedingly shy
they miss out on a lot of the excitement of childhood and numerous op-

portunities to practice valuable social
skills. · Often children's shy behavior
troubles their parents who would like
them to experience and enjoy life's
activities. Experts suggest that parents
~how empathy f?rtheirchil~en·s feelmgs and try to mcrease therr level of
outgoingness by small increments. If
these techniques do not work, seeking
- the assistance of a professional may
be beneficial.
Dr. John Malouff and I are conducting a research project intended to
increase the outgoingness of shy children ages 4-8. This is a free program
and is being carried out through Sep:..
tember and October. The intervention ·
consists of three 90-minute parenttraining sessions and a consultation
with the child's main teacher. If you
have a shy child who is betw~en the
. ages of 4 and 8 and would like to participate in the program, please contact
Dr.Malouffat262-7914.
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Sign lip Now/II
Smart Drink Contest .
October 13, 2000
Rosenthal Flight Deck
l

.

First prize: $100 gift
certificate to TGI Fr.i day' s
.
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On line sign-up for Campus Recruiting
Have employers view your·resume on line
Post up to 4 different resumes
Access to local and national data bases
View the companies that have· previewed _your
resume
• Links to different web sites
· • Getdirect announcements about CRC events

--------

The Career Resource Center is looking to-fill
2 Marketing Assistant Positions. They must be:
· • . Creative, have good c~mputer skills and be outgoing.
• This position will help in promoting CRC services and
·events.

Check the CRC on Line at
www .nova.edu/cwis/crc
. . .(954) 262-7201
,.:,.
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South Florida
Education Center
· ,' '
Transportation Management

For more infor:matlon, call 1-800-234-RIDE
or(954)37G-8307
·
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Attention NSU Women:
Lad•
of America fitness Center
The t.U&ld's Premier ladies Only fitness Center franchise
~

Mention the Knight
Newspaper and
Recieve 30 days free!

- ..-..

- At:,IWWWWWW•

• ' ,

A Touch Of Tin
Professional 'fanning Salon

-~

•

• Therapeutic tv\assage
.._ Men & Womens Swimwear
.._ Workout Apparel
.._ Casual Dresses
.._ Mens Clothing
• 9.5 suneerTannin
IJJHU&.~: ...t.Aii.i.iJ.it.tl

3Tans1or$10 !!.2~
first time c<JStomers only

Wi!h Coupon Oily

1 WEEK
·
.4 .
1 .M onth
Unlimited Ta.nlag Unllmlted Tuning Unlttnltccl Tinning

.·c-·

•1 .s.. . w,,,,

"""4'0'1 "'")'

.new customens
-99

13 for '40 Un11J.::ft:..1ng
•49
TAIIUII SESSIONS

new CU8!0mers on

All Major Credit Ca,v;fs Accepted

•3500

or,ly

...

i S% OFF
OP BRAND
BIKINIS

Personal Cheeks Accepted

-

3412 S. UNIVERSITY DR.
(Dne Mlle South of 1-595, Behind Pier flmports

DAVIE, FL

(954)423-3222.
IJ11At,IJ (;~- - fDI~
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NEW & f>RfOWNf.D CtctNn.g fitting chi\dren from
birth to 16 sitlc.e_ iqql {with prlces thcit fit yolt'( poc.ke.t book)
Store Hours: Uon-lhufa 1P·6 Fri -sat 10-7
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